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Children's Book and Media Review, Vol. 2 [1981], Iss. 7, Art. 1
The BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY CHILDREN'S BOOK REVIEW is intended for those who are
interested in learning about recent children's books, particularly teachers and librarians
who select books for young readers.

We are aware, as you are, that a book review is not infallible. Each is the work of
a person trying to evaluate a book objecti vely, but the final test must be administered by
the individual reader. We hope our efforts will help give both adults and chi ldren that
opportunity to experience more books and reach their own conclusions.
REVIEWERS
The reviewers are primarily teachers and librarians who represent all levels of education from the primary grades through col lege.
GRADE LEVEL
The approximate grade level of the intended reader is identified in the left margin.
When the reviewer believes that a particular book will appeal to a wide range of readers,
no upper limit is indicated. Many books, including some picture books, find a favorable
reader response far beyond the reading level indicated by the vocabulary, treatment of
subject, or format.
RATING SYSTEM
In order to convey quickly the overall quality of a book, a ratino is located immediately under the grade level to the left of each review. The explanation of the
ratings are:

*

Exceptional quality or merit. The asterisk is used sparingly and only in cases
where the book deserves special recognition.

A

Excellence. Books which receive a rating of A will add strength to a library
and should find wide acceptance among young readers.

B

Recommended for libraries which need additional books in a specific subject area.
Generally books with a rating of B are dependable if not outstanding.

C

Will have appeal for some readers despite significant shortcomings.
purchased only after careful consideration.

NR

Should be

Not recommended.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
The BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY CHILDREN'S BOOK REVIEW is printed nine times annually,
once each month from September through May. Subscription rates are $6.00 per year. Please
address all correspondence to:
Brigham Young University Children's Book Review
Department of Elementary Education
243 McKay Building
Brigham Young University
Provo, UT 84602
The views expressed in this publication are personal op1n1ons of the
reviewers and are not to be taken as policy statements or endorsements
by The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints or Bri~ham Young
University.
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NEWBERY AND CALDECOTI AWARDS AND HONOR BOOKS
The Newbery and Caldecott Medals are the most prestigious awards given in the
United States for children's literature.
The John Newbery Medal is awarded to the author of the most distinguished contribution to American literature for children published during the previous year.
The Randolph Caldecott Medal is awarded to the illustrator of the most distinguished American picture book for children published during the previous year.
Selection of the t1edal Winners and the Honor Books is made by the Newbery and
the Caldecott committees, each comprised of 15 members of the American Library
Association . Announcements were made during ALA's Midwinter meeting in Denver,
Co1orado.

THE 1981 NEWBERY MEDAL WINNER
Nancy Willard, A V~~ to
Brace Jovanovich .

W~

Blake'6 Inn, published by Harcourt

THE 1981 NEWBERY HONOR BOOKS
Beverly Cleary. Ramona Quimby, published by Morrow Books.
A. Siegel. Upon the Head o6 the Goat, published by Farrar Straus Giroux.

THE 1981 CALDECOTI MEDAL WINNER
Chris Van Allsberg, Jumanji, published by Houghton Mifflin.
THE 1981 CALDECOTI HONOR BOOKS
S. Gammell,

Wh~e

the Bu66aloe6 Begin, published by Warne Publishing

Arnold Lobel, On Mevtket Sbteet, published by Greenwillow Books.
Maurice Sendak , Out6ide
Nancy Willard, A Vi6~
Brace Jovanovich .

Adams, Adrienne.
LC 81-8969.

Ov~ Th~e ,

toW~

Halloween Happening .
$10 . 95 . Unpaged.

published by Harper and Row.

Blake'6 Inn, published by Harcourt

Charles Scribner and Sons, 1981.

ISBN 0-684-17166-X.

A brief tale of the wtiches' Halloween party with a new twist . . . the children are
the invited guests. Halloween books never go far enough and while Adams' text is
A
unsubstantial and possibly confusing, consisting wholly of detached conversations, the
K-3 illustrations glow with the excitement of eerie, autumn dark, brilliant Halloween
colors and totally satisfactory party entertainment.
The book is a real blow in the battle for minority recognition, and no child
familiar with it should ever fear a witch again!--J . F.
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Children's Book and Media Review,
Branson, Karen.
176p.

stAeet6 o6 Gold.

Putnam, 1981.

ISBN 0-399-20791-0.

LC 81-13963.

$9.95 .

When the O'Connors lost everything in the Irish potato famine of 1946, Mrs. O'Connor
urged her husband to take their children to America to search for a better life. She
was suffering from a severe case of consumption but everybody hoped that by the time
the family had saved enough for her passage, she would be well enough to join them .
In the absence of her mother, fourteen-year-old Marueen was expected to assume the
care of her Dad and two younger brothers. In addition, she needed to find work to help
meet their expenses and contribute to the ship passage for her mother . When Dad was
forced to go further west to find work, Maureen was left with full responsibility for
A- her brothers. Serious and dependable Brian was no problem, but young Paddy was rapidly
6+ becoming involved with a gang of young toughs and wasn't the least interested in his
sister's opinions. In addition, Maureen had finally located work and she was pretty tied
down with her full-time job as a washer-woman. Life was pretty hard and Maureen wondered
occasionally if they were really any better off than they had been in Ireland.
Conditions gradually improved, however, and opportunities for education brightened
their outlook. The totally unexpected reappearance of a handsome young English sailor
Maureen had met aboard ship also contributed a great deal to Maureen's optimism.
This well-written book will help today's teen-agers understand the difficult problems
faced by the Irish immigrants in mid nineteenth-century America.--A.M .
Bykov, Vasil. Pack o6
$9 .89. 18lp.

Wotv~.

Thomas Y. Crowell, 1981.

ISBN 0-690-04115-2.

LC 80-2456 .

This is a violent story--as war stories necessarily are--but one with insightful
glimpses into the innate humanity of every man. It is a Russian story set in the early
days of World War II . A small detachment of Russian soldiers is caught behind enemy
lines and the officer in charge sends a wounded soldier, Levchuck, with a small group
who try to reach the medical unit before they are completely cut off by the Germans . In
addition to Levchuck, the group consists of Tokhonov, a severly wounded paratrooper, an
elderly medical driver named Griboyed, and Klava, a pregnant radio operator whose baby
A is due at any time.
6+
During a two day period, their encounters with German soldiers, packs of vicious
patrol dogs, and traitorous partisans are chillingly described and the possibility that
they can survive seems remote. They are finally able to find temporary shelter where
Klava gives birth to a son, but safety they are unable to secure. It is interesting
that even in the midst of terror, a new baby brings a feeling of compassion, of hope and
continuity to the desperate fugitives . And ensuring the baby's survival becomes the focal
point of their concerns .
This book is not an easy one to read but it is important . Written from a Russian
viewpoint, it testifies to the universality of courage, of concern, of the greatness of
the human spirit . --A .M.
Calhoun, Mary .

Hot~ H~y.

Morrow Books, 1981.

ISBN 0-688-00501-2.

$7.95 .

Unpaged .

Henry the Siamese cat has left behind the skis he used in C~o66-CountAy Cat but finds
another winter adventure in Hot~ He~y. The father in Henry's family is preparing
to take his first solo flight in a hot air balloon . During the lull between getting
the balloon ready and actually taking-off, Henry jumps aboard, snagging the cord which
triggers the burner . The propane jet ignites, and the balloon lifts off with Henry as
A the only passenger. The rest of the story details his adventures aloft with a blackbird,
K-4 an eagle, a flock of migrating geese, massive power lines , and the laws of aerodynamics.
Ingraham's illustrations are simply splendid. He captures the aerial adventure from
the immediate ground, from panoramic distance, and from Henry's dizzying perspective in
the sky. The airy, floating sensation of drifting flight is communicated through the
detailed, realistic drawings . In addition to the satisfying story and the dazzling
illustrations, readers learn a good deal about the specifics of balloon flight . --J .J .
Christian, Mary Blount.
$7.95 . 48p.

Ap~

Foot.

Macmillan, 1981 .

ISBN 0-02-718280-0.

LC 81-3782.

During the thirteenth century reign of King John, English law decreed that any
land travelled by the King immediately became public road and the King was free to
appropriate any property he pleased for his own use. According to legend, when King John
showed an interest in the area around Gotham, the townfolk were in a dilemma . They didn ' t
A want him to move in and start taking over their little town, but neither did they want to
K-3 incur his wrath. It was finally Seth, the town dreamer, who saved the day when he urged
his townspeople to act so foolish that the King wouldn't want to live anywhere near such
silly people. Some believe, or so legend says, that such was the origin of April Fool's
Day . Primary schoolers will enjoy this well-written and amusingly illustrated Ready-toRead book . --A.M .
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Ciardi, John. You Read
LC 62-16296 . 64p.

~o

Review: Full Issue
Me, I'll Read ~o You. Lippincott, 1962 .

ISBN 0-397-30645-8.

Originally published in 1962, Ciardi's black and blue book of poetry has been periodically unavailable through the years but is now solidly in stock. Poems are printed
alternately in black ink and blue ink . Those in blue are written in a basic first grade
vocabularly and can be read by young children . The black poems are more difficult and
A need an adult or an older sibling to give them life. A child can sit with an adult, with
K-6 each reading from the collection in turn . The idea of the book is clever and has not
diminished with time. The same can be said for the poetry itself. It is vintage Ciardi-delightful, musical, humorous, and carefully crafted. Some of the poems have been widely
anthologized, like "Munmy Slept Late and Daddy Fixed Breakfast" and "About the Teeth of
Sharks . " Others are less well - known and offer the joy of discovery to the dyed-in-thewool poetry lover and the novice alike.--J .J .
Clifford, Eth. The Va6ta4dty MUAd~ o6 Vi4ty Pete.
31671-5. LC 81-6316. $7 . 95 . 120p.

Houghton Mifflin, 1981.

ISBN 0-395-

Clifford's book is not convincing as a mystery or comedy and the author tries for
both . The idea behind the plot--that of a slightly insane old movie actor relieving
his past--is logical enough but the characters never come alive and neither does the
suspense or the humor. Clifford uses too many predictable cliches like "hollow sinking
feeling," "announced flatly , " "prickly cold feeling;" presumably he doesn't want the
C reader to get too frightened. The humor is supposed to be the conflict between day
3-6 dreaming Jo-Beth and her sensible sister, Mary Rose, but Jo-Beth sounds like she ' s
constantly on stage--not a daydreamer, but a frustrated actress . Mary Rose is not
really sensible; she's envious of her sister and the reader feels a bit sorry for her .
Pity is not what makes a reader chuckle.
The book does, however, contain a mystery to be solved and it is fairly easy reading.
For those in search of middle grade mysteries , this may be a possibility.--L.H.
Craven , John &Molly Cox. 8Jtea./z,tfvw ugh.
0-563-17936-8. $8 . 75 . Unpaged .

British Broadcasting Corporation, 1981 .

ISBN

This book, made after a television series, is an exception: it is well done. The
book chronicles the achievements of four major 19th century civi l engineers : Thomas
Telford, Robert Stephenson, Ferdinand de Lesseps, and Isambard Kingom Brunel .
Telford is best remembered for his breathtaking bridges--the Menai straits suspension
B bridge and the navigable aqueduct of Pont-'1-Cyssylte for the Elles meve Canal.
5+
Stephenson is remembered for his splendid locomotives and Brunel for the Great
Western Railway and his steamships.* When available, contemporary and currect pictures
are provided. The text is, at times, a little glib and glossy; long on romance and
short on important detail, but even this television ghost does not seriously mar the
*de Lesseps is best remembered for his Suez Canal triumph
book.--T.K.H.
and his Panama Canal failure.
Di xon, Jeanne.

Lady Cat

Lo~t.

Atheneum, 1981 .

ISBN 0-689-30841-8.

LC 81-2292.

$9 . 95 .

193p.

When a family is deserted by its ·father, they go to live with a grandmother. Upon
arrival, they discover that grandma has sold her place and moved. So a neighbor family
takes them in and the mother goes to work . Hints of ghosts in a nearby cave enter
the scene when one of the family's cats gets lost. The friendless daughter is
apparently lured to the cave by evil voices and gets lost inside, but is rescued--along
with the cat--by her brother. During the rescue they discover a skeleton of a boy who
had wandered into the cave years earlier.
C
The appeal of spectral beings influencing the world of living will draw some readers
4-6 to this story, but false starts and loose ends leave the book largely unsatis fying .
When a siamese cat comments to herself that the smell in the cave is not pleasing, the
reader is prepared for some kind of fantasy . It did not materialize. When a child
feels "touches of chill unlike anything she's ever known that slides down inside the
blankets and settles around her waist and whispers, 'Oona, we're here,'" the reader
expects some kind of supernatural force of evil ori!jin. At the story's end, the ghosts
are dispelled by the discovery of the boy's skeleton with no satisfying explanation .
--L.H .
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Gackenbach, Dick .Children's
~etta and~~- C~ek.
Macmillan, 1982. ISBN 0-02-73577-8.
$8 . 95 . Unpagerl .

LC 81-15670 .

A delightful retelling of the old English folktale in which eccentric Mr. Crack
insists that his housekeeper , Arabella, use his own very special words for everyday items .
She managed to remember the bubbleloo in which he slept and the salty toasters and whomper
A whac kers he wore but the night the fur-toed boozer dozer slept too near the fireplace and
1-4 it ap peared that the high shachadorum would catch hot sizzlelelorum, she decided that was
enough.
Children will have great fun with these tongue-twisters and will undoubtedly add some
of their own . --A .M.
Girion, Barbara.
LC 81-14476 .

A Hand6ul 06 ~ .
$10 . 95. 179p.

Charles Scribner and Sons, 1981 .

ISBN 0-684-17167-8 .

Julie Meyers was a happy, well-adjusted teenager . She had understanding parents and
a thoughtful older sister. She also had a special best friend and a boyfriend on the
football team. For a sophomore, that wasn ' t bad. But in addition, she was doing well
in school and enjoying her involvement in Drama Workshop . Then, strange things began to
happen . At the most unexpected times, she would suddenly black out and later would be
unable to remember a thing about what she had said or done. At first, her friends thought
the whole business was rather funny, but it was frightening to Julie. Julie's doctor was
unable to find anything wrong and everybody hoped the situation would eventually just go
away.
The problem intensified, however, and finally a specialist was consulted. It was
*
8-12 with the doctor's diagnosis that Julie's life began to change. Epilepsy, like cancer,
was something which happened to somebody else, but in this case , Julie was the somebody .
Her family was very concerned and her friends tried to be supportive , but it wasn't long
before Julie began to sense a difference in their relationships . Much of the change was
due to her own feelings and the difficulties she was encountering while her doctor was
experimenting with various drugs, trying to determine which would be the most effective
for her. But a great deal of heartache was caused by her friends who started feeling
awkward and embarrassed and who preferred avoiding situations they didn't understand .
This is a beautiful book which should be read by adults as well as teenagers . Julie
learned what it was to suffer from feelings of darkness, of utter despair. But she also
learned the importance of seeking for her own "handful of stars."--A .M.
Haskins , Jim.

W~~olveh.

Franklin Watts, 1981.

ISBN 0-531-0423-1.

LC 81-3338.

$7 .90.

116p.

An alluring compendium of all anyone could possibly want to know about werewol ves,
Haskins' book is replete with blood-chilling stories , historical information (did you know
' gallows' is the old Saxon word for wolf-tree?), description of possible antecedents of
werewolfdom and even some factual information on the poor wolf himself. Occasionally it
A i s difficult to tell the difference between legend and documented story, a fact that may
6+ confuse the avid believer, but for the most part the facts are clearly defined and the
stories satisfactorily eerie .
The frequent illustrations are taken from movie stills, old engravings and other
suitable horrifying sources and will serve to entice the reluctant reader who might not
tackle the more adult text. A satisfying addition to your burgeoning horror shelf.--J . F.
Hoover, H.M . Ano~h~ Heaven,
81-2622 . $10.95. 173p.

Ano~h~

Ea4th.

Viking Press, 1981.

ISBN 0-670-12883-X .

LC

Ano~~ Heaven, Ano~h~ Ea4th is aptly titled.
A corporation unit, equipped with
scientific knowledge and technology far beyond imagining, comes to the planet of Xilan
in an exploratory journey to establish outposts for colonial settlement. Already on
another planet is a self-sufficient village, living in the ruins of an ancient civilization they call the Builders. So far, the book swims in the rank of science fiction without
much to define it as notable, but Hoover doesn't write run-of-the-mill science fiction,
and Ano~h~ Heaven, An o~h~ Ea4th maintains her ability to present the peripheral
A shadows of human life cogently.
9+
The colonists live in less than medieval squalor in unbel ievably hard circumstances,
but they cherish the beauty of their world and its burgeoning plant and animal life,
and utilize them. The vanguard from earth have lives devoted to scientifically controlled
study , supported by every comfort and triumph over physical discomfort conceivable, but
they have never felt qrass nor lived in a house. Xilan's colony is doomed to extinction
eventually--and earth?
Thoughtful , but full of carefully sparse detail and plenty of action, the book will
appeal to science fiction fans--but shouldn't stop there . --J . F.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol2/iss7/1
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Krensky , Stephen.
$9 .95. 155p.

-5Review:
Full Issue
The Witching HoUA.
Atheneum,
1981.

ISBN 0-689-30848-5.

LC 81-1398.

This novel is the sequel to The D~on C~cte and continues the story of the magical
Wynd family . Though the Wynds live in a modern New England town , they all have i nherited
the power of Old t1agic through their father's line. Only Mrs. Wynd has no magical
powers, but she has the gift of total immunity to magic!
The Witching HoUA tells the story of the five Wynd children pitting their powers
against a gathering of modern witches who seek to begin a new Dark Age upon the earth.
These witches have chosen Westbridge in which to begin their work because it is a small
A village and because they sense Old Magic which they hope to tap. Their spells do, in
5-9 fact, sap Professor Wynd of his power, but the children use their magic and the element
of surprise to foil the ghastly plan and scatter the occult powers before the witchi ng
house of All Hallows Eve .
Krensky writes a pleasing story that is easy to read and seems to provide intrigue
and excitement. The Witc~ng HoUA is certainly no intr icatel y fashioned masterpiece,
but it is a book that will keep a young reader reading. The characters are worth meeting,
and most children will enjoy the tingle of low-key frig ht that comes with witches and
Old Magic.--M.T.
Lehane, ~l.S. Suence TJU.c.lu..
No cost 1i sted. 32p.

Franklin Watts, 1980. 80-10983.
ISBN- X0-531-04145
.

LC

Making eggs bounce and raisins dance are two of the seventeen tricks based upon the
laws of physics and science explained in this "easy-to-read acti vity book." Despite
C some inadequate explanations and at least one confusing experiment (following the
K-3 written and graphic instructions to show how a pencil will not penetrate a single sheet
of newsprint simply does not work as described), children and teachers can glean some
ideas for interesting classroom demonstrations . --J .J.
MacCloud, Malcolm.
$9.95 . 192p.

A

G~6t

o6

~~vax.

Atheneum, 1981.

ISBN 0-689-30849
- 3.

LC 81-1399 .

Vax is a world of strict order and dehumanizing traftition . When old enough, people
are sold to the highest bidder as workers . Three global corporations and the government
are the only organizations existing and, therefore, do all the purchasing.
Michael, after having been purchased for nearly nothing and partially trained in law
by the government, is recycled or placed up for auction again. Though being "recyc lage"
is a great disgrace, Michael is shocked when purchased for the highest price ever paid
for a worker. He soon discovers that he is to be a sudden replacement in a team of
astronauts who will travel to a newly discovered planet that is located exactly half-way
across the same orbit as that of Vax. Colonialization of this planet, dubbed Mirrorvax,
could give the corporation that purchased Michael secure world domination.
But upon arri ving on Mirrorvax, t1ichael discovers a people like the Vaxans, only who
live a simple l ife and respect the individual . He also discovers the existence of the
A Supreme Being who is the benefactor of both worlds, but has been forgotten by Michael's
5-12 world.
Michael's love for a native girl and his loyalty to his corporation cause him terrible
internal turmoil. Should he somehow foil the plans of the Vaxan corporation and thus
leave this world safe from exploitation ?
Though this intriguing story is, of course, science fiction, it is not a tale caught
up in the nuts and bolts of technology. Its themes center upon the dignity of the
individual and the power of spiritual understanding and strength. MacCloud, a pseudonym
for a writer who also does fi ne things with high fantasy , has created a plot relying
heavily upon theme and, if anything, allows details of tec hnology to suffer .
The almost robot-like Michael is a dynamic character who painfull y awakens to the
true human experience and discovers his "advanced" society to be perhaps t he more barbaric.
His development as a person is a strong feature of the story. His journey and his discoveries, both about himself and Mirrorvax, will stimulate some thoughtful considerati on.
--M .T.
McDonnell, Christine.
$8.89. 77p.

Don 't: Be Mo.d,
Ivy.

Dial Press, 1981.

ISBN 0-8037-2 128- 5.

LC 81 65850.

In her early years of school, Ivy Adams gets involved in a variety of situations
and must cope with personal dilemmas (such as not wanting to part with a birthday gift
purchased for a friend) to which young children will readily relate.
The book is a collection of six very brief stories as opposed to a focused novel .
B McDonnell writes with a fresh and true-to-life style. The characters are not "cardboard"
1-5 but express real humanity. For example, Mr. Adams, Ivy's father, exhibits a very real
frustration (attested to by millions ) when trying to erect and straighten the family
Christmas tree. The dialog, however, is not as noteworthy as the rest of the narrative
and may detract somewhat from the stories.
Don 't: Be ~~d. Ivy has a place in school and public libraries. Teachers may find
it to be an enjoyable read-al oud book for their primary grade children. --M. T.
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Moeri, Louise. Save
Queen o6Book
Sheba.
Dutton,
1981.Vol.ISBN
0-525-33202-2
80-23019.
ll6p.

$9 .25.

King David and his sister Queen of Sheba had been named for two important characters
in the Old Testament. When they found they were the only ones left alive following an
attack by the Sioux Indians, they had to use some of the qualities of the great people
they were after in order to stay alive. King David was half-scalped and his six-year-old
sister was more of a hindrance than a help in their almost impossible struggle to locate
A the rest of the settlers .
The two children are well characterized. King David thinks Queen of Sheba is a
4-7
spoiled little girl and a burden. He realizes, however, that he must not abandon her
even though he could more easily save himself. The theme of perseverance against overwhelming odds is worthwhile and is an inherent part of the story. In this story filled
with action and suspense, the author leaves the reader wishing there were at least one
more chapter.--C.B.
O'Dell, Scott.. The FeathVt.ed SVt.pe.nt.
$10.95. Unpaged .

Houghton

~1iff1iri,

1981.

ISBtl 0-395-30851-8.

The FeathVt.ed SVt.pe.nt is another fine tale from Scott O'Dell treating fictionally
a fascinating historical time, conveying a sense of people and adventures past . The
slightly cardboard effect of the characters may actually be a plus rather than a minus
as it gives an historical objectivity, or sounds really like records left by Kukulcan.
A young seminarian, in 1519, Julian Escobar of Seville, was cast away among the Maya,
and has assumed the person of the god Kukulcan in the earlier book The Ca~ve. An
old legend speaks of the god, not a born god, but one who became one through a good,
humble life and then disappears with the usual promise to return .
With the dwarf Cantu, also a Spanish castaway, he begins. rebuilding his city with
captive slaves working, even trying to discontinue the human sacrifice demanded by the
god he is and those he is supposed to honor but abhorrent to his Christian faith. He
A goes to wars and wins, raising his own power.
5-9
In his growing power and.desire to improve his city and to restore the confederacy
of Mayapan, he goes to Tenochititlan to see how the great city, with all its gold, is
run, and to meet the Emperor Moctezuma. He and the dwarf are betrayed by the high priest
Chalco who helps them get there. They are caught ultimately between Moctezuma forces
and those of approaching Herman Cortez, each trying to use them to more easily conquer
or survive the other; yet the Emperor unwisely does not listen as Kukulcan tries to warn
him not to trust Cortez. As they try to escape all these forces , they have to serve
some time with the army of Cortez before they can be back on their way to their city and
island and where he might still be the Lord Feathered Serpent, god Kukulcan, Cantu had
trucked him into impersonating.
By the end of the book I felt some real sense of the Mayan culture and what was
happening. The book asks for still another record written by The FeathVt.ed SVt.pe.nt.--E.W .
Robbins, Ken. TJ!.u.c.lu. o6 EvVt.!f SoJtt.
$9.95 . 46p.

Crown Publishers, 1981.

ISBN 0-517-54164-5.

LC 81-9791 .

Intrigued with trucks since boyhood, free-lance photographer Ken Robbins has identified
eighteen different types of trucks in this 11" x 9" informational picture book. Full page
black and white photographs show a side view of each type vehicle, with smaller photos
showing how the truck is used. A car is being driven off an auto carrier; a load of
sand is emptying from a dump truck; a close-up picture shows the conveyor which unloads
spuds from a potato truck. The text is clear and exact, often using comparisons which
enhance understanding. Of a tow truck: "The engine of the truck powers a machine
called a winch that reels the cable up, just as a fishing reel pulls in a line." How a
B dump bed works: "Another lever inside the cab starts up a pump that forces oil into
K+ two hollow cylinders called hydraulic pistons. The pressure of the oil forces the
pistons to extend, the way a telescope opens up . " The layout is a plus. Crisp borders
set off the pages, and the photographic patterns vary while maintaining a standard,
consistent format.
Occasionally the photographs are cluttered (the auto carrier looks like it is transporting a windmill, which is actually in the background) or unclear (the garbage truck
dumping a metal container is difficult to figure out if one has not seen that process
outside of the book), but largely the photographs and text work well individually and
together. --J .J.
Segal, Lore. The sto~q o6 Old A~.
78-31317 . $8.95. Unpaged.

~eck.

Pantheon Books, 1981.

ISBN 0-394-94039-3 .

LC

A folktale type of story about grandbaby Beatrix and her nervous old grandmother,
A Mrs. Brubeck, whose search for trouble led her a merry chase.
K-2
The cheerful house and countryside of Mrs . Brubeck are simple with graphic detail and
clear colors, and Mrs . Brubeck, herself, is capably nervous. At every angle this is a
satisfying picture book with an easily found giggle or two for everyone . --J.F .
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Silverstein, Shel.
$10 . 89. 169p.

A ~ht in

~he

Review: Full Issue
Attic. Harper & Row, 1981.

ISBN 0-06-025674-5.

LC 80-8453.

Shel Silverstein buffs have already pushed his newest volume into a solid place on
national best seller lists. Similar to Wh~e ~he Sid~alk End6, Silverstein's newest
collection of poetry continues his approach of commenting upon the world from zany,
unpredictable viewpoints . He relates the dangers of trying to use an eel as a hula hoop,
extolls the virtues of an hundred inch moustache (it can be tied to a tree limb, providing
A the owner with a built-in swing), explores the dilemma of what to do with a library book
2-6 42 years overdue, offers a dandy excuse for being late to school, and tells how an errant
frisbee tries other lines of work when he tires of sailing through the air.
As in Cllh~e ~he Sid~alk End.l., some of the poems are slightly shocking and somewhat
irreverant to the traditional spirit of elementary school poetry. Perhaps that is part
of the appeal. At any rate, more Silverstein poems are now available. An informal
straw poll showed that a slightly higher percentage of readers favor his first volume.
--J .J .
Talbot, Charlene Joy.
$10.95. 194p.

The

SodbUAt~ V~~e.

Atheneum, 1982.

ISBN 0-689-30893-0.

LC 81-8051.

Thirteen-year-old Maud had been hired to care for Silas Nelson who had contracted a
severe lung disease while in a Rebel prison . His condition had steadily deteriorated, but
Maud hoped he would last at least long enough to see his fiance who was on her way out to
Kansas to join him. Sadly, he died the day before Belle arrived. Before his death,
though, he made Maud promise that she would do everything in her power to persuade Belle
to file for his homestead and stay on it for at least a year. Maud had also agreed to
stay, if Belle wished, to help in any way she could.
A
Belle decided to respect Silas' last wish and the two girls embarded on an exciting
5-9 adventure--as sodbusters on the Kansas prairie in the year 1870.
Outlaws, claim jumpers, fire, severe storms, drought, and grasshoppers were only a
few of the problems they faced, but with humor and a great deal of pluck , they not only
managed to survive the winter, but they began looking toward the future with great anticipation. A young Texas cowboy who had broken his leg during a cattle drive across their
land and the so-called, "claim-jumper," next door added certain dimensions to that sense
of anticipation. Teen-aged girls will enjoy reading of the two feminine, but extremely
capable and courageous young women.--A.M .
Yolen, Jane. Sleeping Ugly.
81-489 . $6.99. 64p.

Coward, McCann and Geoghegan, 1981.

ISBN 0-698-30721-6.

LC

Jane Yolen's moral: "Let sleeping princesses lie or lying princesses sleep, whichever
seems wisest" strikes a chord of remembrance in the heart of this inveterate fairy- tale
reader who loved beautiful princesses but wondered deep inside if it was possible (and
necessary) to be both good and beautiful. The princess of the tale, Miserella, is lovely
and mean--rotten clear through (she could have taught classes for Cinderella's sisters) .
A Plain Jane, the heroine, is kind, thoughtful and good. And ugly! With a neat twist,
K-3 the fairy's wishes are turned to good fortune for Jane, despite her kind impulses, and
the prince (who has better sense than most, and a lot more character) chooses the right
wife.
The apparently easy-to-read format of the book and the obvious names were off-putting
for the first page or two, but the deft delineation of character and evident enjoyment
of the slapstick illustrations soon dispelled the impression that this was another pap
primer and the book provided an unexpectedly pleasurable romp.--J . F.
Yugawa, Sumiko . The Ckane Wi6e. Translated by Katherine Paterson. Illustrated by Suekichi
Akaba. Morrow Books, 1981. ISBN 0-688-00496-2 . $8 .95 . Unpaged.
On his way home, a poor young peasant stumbled upon a crane shot through the wing by
an arrow. He stopped to tend the wound. That evening a demure, delicate young woman
knocked on his door, offerin9 to become his wife. They lived happily, with the new wife
contributing money by periodically weaving fine cloth for her husband to sell. She wove
in secret, however, with instructions never to be disturbed, and always emerged from her
A weaving room more wan and drawn than when she entered. Finally the husband broke his
K-3 vow not to look in upon her. He saw a crane plucking its own feathers to use in weaving
the cloth. Her secret discovered, the young woman left the world of men and her remorseful
husband.
A favorite Japanese tale, this tender retelling lacks for nothing. Paterson's text
is sparse and strong. Akaba's illustrations, painted with wate r-thinned ink, appear
translucent and glowing. Splendid book.--J.J .
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Robbins, Kenneth (adapted by}. A C~tmah C~l. Modern Theatre for Youth Series.
Playbooks, $2.50 each. Score Rental, $25,00 ($10.00 refundable}. Royalty, $25 .00
per performance.

S

In a very workable adaptation of Dickens' classic A Ch~tmah C~ol, Kenneth
Robbins has incorporated a nice, uncomplicated feeling in 39 fairly concise pages. The
play is designed for a minimum of seven players (with doubling and tripling of roles}
designated in the script as Actors A through F, and Scrooge. The suggested staging
is audience on two sides with an acting area in the middle and simple set pieces at
each remaining end--an unorthodox, but intriguing (and flexible) concept.
Robbins has extracted whole chunks of dialogue from the original story and tied
them together with fairly credible dialogue of his own. With just enough characteraudience by-play, no cheap shots, and few lapses into sentimentality, he successfully
recreates the story of a tight-fisted, unpleasant old man whose heart is changed by
visits from the Ghosts of Christmases Past, Present, and Future.
The one pleasant note in this well-done adaptation is the contrived feeling that
can be found in some of the lyrics of t1ark Ollington's 14 musical numbers. The score
itself is not included in the script, but, if good enough, could easily redeem the
somewhat ho-hum lyrics of some of the pieces. (Some of them, it must be admitted on
the other hand, are rather nice.}
A C~~ C~ol is a nice seasonal piece for audiences of all ages by actors and
actresses of high school age and older.--R.O.

Fox, Phylis Ward. Cind~etta. Coach House Press. Playbooks, $2.00 each (scores and
accompianment tape available} . Royalty, $25.00 per performance.

A

Charming. No other word can quite as successfully describe this whimsical musical
adaptation of a well-loved fairy tale . The youngest step-sister is half-heartedly
wicked in an unexpectedly charming way; Cinderella is a very charming "straight man"
to the greatly charming fairy godmother, Gladys. And the Prince is, of course, one
of the most charming characters of all .
One of Phylis Fox's delightful innovations was to incorporate into the play the
White Rabbit (Harold} from Alice's famous adventures. Harold, mistaking Cinderella
for Alice (their hair looks so much alike!} jumps down the wrong rabbit hole and
lands knee-deep into an unscheduled fairy tale. Gladys decides to put him to work
while he's there since he can't leave until the story is over anyway so he steps in
as the Prince's Prime Minister in order to do what he can to further Cinderella's
cause . He does such a good job in aiding and abetting Gladys that she suggest they
request that the Wizard of Oz transfer him on a permanent basis, but Harold is very
fond of Alice besides not being able to "take all this singing and dancing."
David Coleman exercised admirable restraint in his seven musical numbers, refusing
to overwhelm the delightful story with a lot of excess and unnecessary musical moments.
The score remains a mystery, but the lyrics are simple and pleasant, without that
depressing and too-frequent lapse into drippy sentimentality that so many children's
musicals seem plagued with.
And Gladys' fairy godmother magic is very homey (and very stageable) making this
piece a fun and workable one for high school or community theatres to stage. The
cast is small, the set is simple, and the running time is 90 minutes, making it tourable
to elementary schools (grades 3 through 6).--R.O .
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